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book (without typos) from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1894 Excerpt: .of dissolving
in mercury as a salt does in water, i. e. breaking down to the molecule, the mercury disintegrates
the amalgam to nothing smaller than the crystal unit, so that when the mercury is squeezed
through chamois leather the crystal units which have collected together in masses of sufficient size
cannot pass through the pores of the skin, while the smaller masses and the single crystal particles
are not held back; but if the mercury be forced through boxwood or material having smaller pores,
more of the amalgam refuses to pass through. I append hereto an index to the literature pertaining
to the subject, and although it may not be complete, I can say that I have endeavored to make it so.
I give first a list of the more important references (with the titles) which deal with the subject in a
more or less...
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ReviewsReviews

This written book is excellent. it absolutely was writtern extremely completely and useful. You may like how the article writer write this ebook.
-- Dayton Stracke I-- Dayton Stracke I

It is simple in read through safer to comprehend. This is for anyone who statte that there was not a really worth reading through. It is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Samanta Klein-- Samanta Klein
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